
The Train-the-Trainer program will qualify your candidate to fully train drivers, with detailed 

instruction on how to turn a delivery novice into a truly professional driver.

GroundCloud’s industry-leading Train-the-Trainer program is an intensive, five-day, 

multi-disciplinary course which employs final mile specific content to help candidates 

meet Qualification Certification standards. It produces well-rounded Safety Specialists, not 

simply driver trainers. 

EACH CLASS OFFERS

A professional corporate safety 
plan that provides structure to 

your organization and a document 
to present to FXG to ensure 

compliance while expanding or 
protecting your business.

Training in commercial final 
mile vehicles, such as sprinters, 
P1000s, and 15 foot box trucks.

Professional Lead Trainers that 
will teach your Certified Trainer 
candidates how to effectively 

train your drivers on safe 
driving and parking techniques.

“Great course! Solid objectives, well 

organized, repeat themes. I not only 

learned the material, but how to present 

the material. Something for drivers of all 

experience levels.”  
–Bruce Bergman A&L Delivery

“The course is very educational and 

professional. The instructors were great - 

seriously professional and supportive. I 

had great experience and learned good 

techniques for leading my future safety 

training with new and existing drivers.” 
–Rumen Panayotov Manuwest Inc.

“Great Class. Great instructor. 

I liked that my instructor is also 

a FedEx Ground contractor. 

He understands all sides of the spectrum 

with an amazing knowledge of the 

Industry as a whole.” 

–Greg Miller JZ Logistics

• Understanding the safety contract
• SRI & SRS review and how this impacts FXG’s CSA score
• Leadership skill set overview
• Creating and maintaining a corporate safety culture

When you sign up for Qualification Certification 
training with GroundCloud, you receive a 
“bonus class!” This free, additional course will 
include topics such as:

ADDED
BONUS

For more information about our program scan the QR code
or visit GroundCloud.com/Qualification-Certification


